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What people are saying:
This marvelous combination of memoir and research gifts readers with what they need during the questing years
and may shorten the journey from the known reality to the unknown reality of the seekers. Toby combines both
within her own bravely exposed experiences and hundreds of research hours-- an interior method and an exterior
one…a magnificent book.” Mali Berger, Author of New Age Fiction, NYC
“What a brilliant book! I've just finished reading it and like all good books I feel sad that it's come to an end. If this
book is marketed correctly it will be a best seller in the Mind Body and Spirit section. This book would be excellent as a reference book for those on their spiritual journey as well as for those who wish to dip their toe into the
psychic realms. There is a wealth of information on all the topics with references to web sites for further studies to
enable the reader to satisfy his or her curiosity.” Tom Czternastek, Psychic Explorer, United Kingdom
"Anyone who's had ‘weird’ experiences will appreciate Out of the Psychic Closet, finding in these pages familiar
stories of receiving information in non-ordinary ways. Learning to honor these experiences can only enrich our
lives. This book is also a great resource for further investigation. Reading the book seems to be very synchronistic
with my life. I find myself interested in being more aware of whatever is moving through me and hopefully enhancing that. I believe the timing of reading the book has helped me to believe that I can do this. " Regina
Boyles, Massage Therapist, New York.
“Wonderful reading. Toby keeps you on the edge of your seat wondering what was going to happen to her
next. She has an eloquent way of expressing herself as she delivers the story of her life with open and honest expression. Then we are treated with information that many of us have wondered about along with resources to continue our search for what our psychic talents are. Toby has opened the door for many who have always wanted to
know more but were afraid to ask. Reverend Sue Henley, Glendale, AZ
I just finished the book and really liked it. I liked the way Toby shared and her personal touch. Part Two was comprehensive and informative. Also the suggested further reading is helpful. The personal experiences were interesting: The connection to Agnes Moorehead and the Matilda lifetime validation. And I always like to see the Seth
Material referenced.” Bill Schuh, Dream Researcher, St. Louis, MO
“Next-door neighbors and playmates, Sherry thought Toby was fun, though sometimes quiet and distracted.
Sherry knew she was sad about losing Marcia, but only when they reconnected after several decades did she learn
about the vision that had troubled her friend since childhood. Much of Toby’s story is photo album familiar to her
friend…the era, the places and the people. Beyond that, her scholarly but easily-read account of psychic experiences plus extensive resources rejuvenated Sherry’s longtime interest in developing her own abilities. She is delighted that Toby’s determination to find answers and her teacher instincts have merged and declares Out of the
Psychic Closet the perfect gentle nudge for others ready to seek and trust their own true nature.” Sherry Boram,
Indiana Quilter
“I found this book to be very interesting and appreciated the openness and honesty that the author provides in sharing her experiences. The second part contains a wealth of information all in one place that the reader can use for
further study. Toby is an inspiration to all of us! M. Aubuchon, Phoenix, AZ

